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INTRODUCTION



WHO IS THE TUTOR

Támara Aalto 
Film director / writer - Fiction shorts

Artistic Director at Cinemaissí Latin American Film 
Festival 2021 & 2022 (Helsinki)
Videographer and photographer at Catalysti 
transcultural artists in Finland 
Filmmaking tutor at Koulukino ry
Diverse experience in filmmaking in different roles and 
studies in different workshops around Europe



TEAMS

1:

Nadja

Mirza

Aamu

2:

Daniela

Naser

Mana

3:

Jemina

Rosamaría

Ladapha

Mariam

4:

Laura

Tatiana

Susana

Jane

Let´s introduce ourselves to each other with 1 sentence !



TIMETABLES

10.00 - INTRO (10 min)
10.10 - GETTING AN IDEA + WARM UP (15min)
10.25 - VIDEO CONCEPTS (20 min)
10.45 - LEAVING TO THE GALLERY
11.00 - PLAN A SCENE (10 min)
11.10 - 12.10  FILMING  (1 hour)
12.10 - 12.15  COMING BACK TO FRAME OFFICE
12.15 - 12.45  LUNCH  (30 min)
12.45 - 13.45  EDITING YOUR VIDEO (1 hour)
13.45 - SEND YOUR VIDEO
14.00 - 14.30  PREMIERE & FEEDBACK (30 min)



OBJECTIVES OF THE WORKSHOP

- Developing an idea as a team
- Introduction to some basics of videography
- Planning and executing a video art 
- piece, max. 3 min.
- HAVING FUN!



WARM UP: WELCOME TO MY INVISIBLE PLACE (10 min)

● Close your eyes and think of something invisible that you carry with you.

● Ask your pair to close their eyes. Gently take your partner by elbow and walk 
him/her/them to an imaginary trip, leading him/her/them to your special 
invisible place. Describe verbally the environment, what you feel, hear and see 
and what is happening. When you reach the end, thank your partner and ask 
him/her to open eyes. Discuss about the experience and how it made you feel. 

● Then, switch the narrator so both of you get the experience (5 min each)



Artistic process is about…

- Not-knowing 

- Listening 

- Trusting your co-creators

When creating together, there 

are no right or wrong answers. 

Every idea is worth 

considering!

Never say NO to an idea – say 

YES, AND…let´s see what 

happens!



Getting an 
idea



YOUR VIEWS
What are the “invisible things” that you would like to 
see more shown or represented in a screen? and that 
you would like to talk about? 



INVISIBLE THINGS

verbal violenceconsciousness

memoirs internal change

self-esteem

social class

silence

good intentions

Tolerance/intolerance 

mental health

dreams

integration/adaptationlove

grieve

fears

awareness

feelings

borders

pain

motifs

intentions



Discuss your views and choose one topic as a team 10 /15 minutes 

● In your group: Talk about the invisible things that you would like 
to see more often on a screen. Write it down.

● Discuss: Take turns to tell your group why you chose that 
particular issue and how has it touched you personally. You may 
also think of small everyday observations as well as feelings. 

● Which story affected you the most? Choose one topic as a group. 

● Around the topic, write down all kinds of phenomena, details and 
observations related your topic.



Some concepts about video



What is videography?

A videographer is responsible for recording live events and small scale video productions. Videographers focus on 
productions like documentaries, live events, short films, weddings, birthday parties, sports events, commercials, and 
training videos. They are either a one-person crew or a small group of people. Their task is to record videos, operate 
cameras, capture sound, and perfect the light settings. They live in the moment and videotape the events.

https://www.nfi.edu/movie-cameras/
https://www.nfi.edu/movie-cameras/


Shot sizes

Extreme long shot

Long shot

Long shot

Medium long 
shot

Medium 
closeup

Medium 
shot



Closeup Extreme closeup

Shot sizes





Camera angles

Aerial

Establishing

Top-shot, 
 point of view

Over the shoulder



Dutch-angle Low angle

High-angle2 shot

3-shot Insert



Camera movements

towards 
or away 
the 
subject

vertical camera movement, 
camera raises or lowers in 
relation to the subject

vertical movement in which the 
camera base remains in a fixed 
location while the camera 
pivots vertically

the entire camera moves left or 
right along a track

is to turn, or pan (from 
the word panorama), 
the camera 
horizontally so that 
it sweeps around 
the scene

rotating your camera 
over its side on its long 
axis, you create a 
camera movement 
designed to deliberately 
disorientate the viewer 
and generate a sense of 
uneasiness



Rule of 180 degrees

The 180-degree rule states that two characters (or more) in a scene should always have the same left/right 
relationship with each other. The rule dictates that you draw an imaginary line between these two characters (or 
subjects) and try to keep your camera(s) on the same side of this 180-degree line.



Composition: Rule of thirds

Rule of thirds is a compositional guideline that helps you to place 
your subjects in the left or right thirds of an image.

What makes good composition?
Line, shape, lightness and darkness, color, 
perspective, balance, weight, height, depth















Frame inside a frame





Colors Parkbench and jacket example







ALWAYS TRY TO FIND INTERESTING WAYS TO TELL YOUR IDEA
challenge yourselves and be risky!



Going to ™ Gallery!



PLAN A SCENE in the gallery 10 min
Plan a video scene:

● The topic you chose (something invisible) + 1 painting from Jane 

● Think, how you could transform your idea into a video scene?

- What do we see and hear?
- Is the film experimental (using images/sound to visualize your idea) or narrative 

(drama with actors)? 
● Use at least one close up and one angle that is not eye level + 1 

camera movement + 1 character in the scene



FILMING GUIDELINES

- Make sure everyone agrees on the story 

- At least 3 different people should use the camera.

- Narrative video or experimental video?
Do you use dialogue or voice over or it is a silent video?

- Maximum length of the video (total of the shots): 3 min

- Film quality: HD 



OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

You may take the shots again if 
something goes wrong.
 
One person(script supervisor) can 
make a list of the shots as you 
shoot, and mark for the editor 
which good ones you choose for 
your final film. 

If you are making a narrative film, 
you may also use your own mother 
language, even if the actors don’t 
share a common language!



Coming back to Frame and 
LUNCH



 EDITING 



WHILE EDITING

Think about the mood, the rhythm, the action, follow your intuition when cutting

Different kind of cuts:

https://blog.pond5.com/11099-13-creative-editing-techniques-every-video-edito
r-should-know/ 

Here the video of the cuts (4min) 
https://blog.pond5.com/11099-13-creative-editing-techniques-every-video-edito
r-should-know/

https://blog.pond5.com/11099-13-creative-editing-techniques-every-video-editor-should-know/
https://blog.pond5.com/11099-13-creative-editing-techniques-every-video-editor-should-know/
https://blog.pond5.com/11099-13-creative-editing-techniques-every-video-editor-should-know/
https://blog.pond5.com/11099-13-creative-editing-techniques-every-video-editor-should-know/


WHAT ABOUT MUSIC & SOUND?

Free music in:

https://freemusicarchive.org/home

https://www.epidemicsound.com/

Free sound in:

https://freesound.org/

https://www.videvo.net/royalty-free-sound-effects/

https://freemusicarchive.org/home
https://www.epidemicsound.com/
https://freesound.org/
https://www.videvo.net/royalty-free-sound-effects/


SEND YOUR FILES! 

Go to

www.wetransfer.com
Send your files via e-mail 

                                  aalto.tamara@gmail.com
Free WIFI Frame office: 

http://www.wetransfer.com
mailto:aalto.tamara@gmail.com


ROLES

FILL IN: 
List of the people on the group and possible roles (actors and/or 
cinematographer) to put in the credits of the film.



PREMIERE AND FEEDBACK

Present your film to everyone! After watching other’s film, give 
positive feedback about about how the group succeeded in the task 
objectives: 

1. Idea - Is it believable, imaginarious, funny…?
2. Camera work - Using camera angles, lightning and framing 

to tell the story. 
3. Location and cinematic space - 

How is the given environment used creatively?




